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1. Overview
In this document, we present additional results and analysis. First, we visualize the trained global context features using the

t-SNE [4] method. Second, we provide per-class performance comparison on the MIT ADE20k dataset [7]. Third, we show
more qualitative comparisons with other state-of-the-art methods on both MIT ADE20k and PASCAL Context dataset [5].

2. t-SNE Visualization of Global Context Feature
In Figure 1, we show the visualization in the feature space of the trained global context features. We sample 1000 images

from the MIT ADE20k dataset [7] and pass these images through our proposed global context network to extract 4096-
dimensional context feature vectors. We use the t-SNE [4] algorithm to reduce the dimension of the extracted feature vectors
from 4096 to 2 for better visualization. Since we do not have the scene category labels, we use the thumbnail images with
scene parsing ground truth annotations to draw the nodes in Figure 1. The t-SNE visualization shows that our global context
network can group similar scenes into one cluster (e.g., the bedroom in Figure 1) and thus provide global cues to the scene
parsing task.

In Figure 2, we show the t-SNE visualization of the VGG-16 features pre-trained on the ImgaNet for comparison. We
observe that the VGG features can differentiate the indoor and outdoor scenes well. However, there are no detailed scene
clusters for VGG features when compared to our trained features as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 3, we show additional t-SNE
visualization using hand-crafted global features (HOG [2], LBP [1], Dense SIFT [3], and GIST [6]) on the MIT ADE20k
dataset. We observe that these features have worse semantic embedding than the CNN features.

3. Per-class Performance Comparison on the MIT ADE20k Dataset
In Figure 4, we present the per-class comparisons using the mean IU metric. The MIT ADE20k dataset consists of 150

classes. It is worth noting that the indexes of classes are sorted by the pixel appearance frequency in the descending order,
i.e., wall (index 1) is the most frequent class in the dataset while flag (index 150) is the least frequent one. As a result,
classes in Figure 4 (b) and (c) represent the rare categories within the dataset. We observe that our method achieves higher
mean IU than the baseline model particularly on those rare classes, since the proposed method can utilize the global context
information to discover rare objects instead of predicting those objects as dominating “stuff” classes.

4. Additional Qualitative Comparisons on the MIT ADE20k Dataset
In Figure 6-15, we show additional qualitative comparisons of our method on the MIT ADE20K dataset. The 150 color

coded scene categories are shown in Figure 5. The results show that our method can utilize the global context to eliminate
false positives of the parsing results and discover small and rare objects in various scene-type images.

5. Additional Qualitative Comparisons on the PASCAL Context Dataset
In Figure 17-20, we show additional qualitative comparisons of our method on the PASCAL Context dataset. The color

coded scane categories of the dataset are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 1. t-SNE visualization of trained global context features on the MIT ADE20k dataset (better viewed in color). We annotate a few
observed scene clusters in the visualization (e.g., bedroom, bathroom, mountain).
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Figure 2. t-SNE visualization of VGG-16 features pre-trained on ImageNet. When compared to Figure 1, the VGG-16 features can also
differentiate the indoor and outdoor scenes well but not the detailed scene clusters.



(a) HOG [2] (b) LBP [1]

(c) Dense SIFT [3] (d) GIST [6]

Figure 3. t-SNE visualization of hand-crafted features on the MIT ADE20k dataset. Compare to Figure 1 and 2, these hand-crafted features
perform worse on the task of differentiating different scene categories.
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(a) Mean IU comparisons of the MIT ADE20k dataset on class id 1-50
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(b) Mean IU comparisons of the MIT ADE20k dataset on class id 51-100
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(c) Mean IU comparisons of the MIT ADE20k dataset on class id 101-150
Figure 4. Per-class Mean IU comparisons on the MIT ADE20k dataset.
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Figure 5. Color coded of scene categories of the MIT ADE20K dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 6. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 7. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 8. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 9. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 10. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 11. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 12. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 13. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 14. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) Feature (e) Prior (f) Feature + Prior

Figure 15. Scene parsing results from the MIT ADE20k dataset.
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Figure 16. Color coded scene categories of the PASCAL Context dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) DeepLab + CRF (e) Feature + Prior (f) Feature + Prior + CRF

Figure 17. Scene parsing results from the PASCAL Context dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) DeepLab + CRF (e) Feature + Prior (f) Feature + Prior + CRF

Figure 18. Scene parsing results from the PASCAL Context dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) DeepLab + CRF (e) Feature + Prior (f) Feature + Prior + CRF

Figure 19. Scene parsing results from the PASCAL Context dataset.



(a) image (b) annotation (c) DeepLab (d) DeepLab + CRF (e) Feature + Prior (f) Feature + Prior + CRF

Figure 20. Scene parsing results from the PASCAL Context dataset.
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